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Collaborate with Confidence

Orchestrate the Digital Workplace
Egnyte for Microsoft provides comprehensive solutions that help orchestrate
the digital workplace. It delivers a customizable collaboration environment
that enables users to work better together from any location, using any
device. Additionally, it provides full administrative control over the content
residing in the cloud, on–premises, or both.
What’s more, our tight integrations with powerful Microsoft cloud solutions
like Azure Storage, Azure Active Directory, Azure Key Vault and Office 365
lets you continue to utilize components that you already have for even
greater investment protection.
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Customer Challenges
Enabling the flow of information both inside and outside of
your organization is vital to driving your business forward. It
needs to be easy for you and your employees, contractors,
vendors, and even customers to quickly and securely share
files to enable collaboration, innovation and productivity.
•

Usability vs Security: IT organizations need to maintain
complete control over where data presides and how it’s
shared, without hindering user productivity and growth

•

Apps as Data Silos: The growth of digital apps across
devices siloes where documents are stored and how
they’re shared, making it hard for users to access the
right content at the right time

•

Content Flexibility: Businesses with complex data
requirements need a system that allows cloud, on-prem,
or hybrid deployments while maintaining complete
content governance

Solution
Egnyte Connect is an enterprise-ready solution that enables
productivity and supports all the ways people work. Egnyte
delivers the unified user experience, mobility, and content
intelligence you need to streamline your content strategies
and maximize productivity.
•

Seamless Content Collaboration- Go beyond secure file
sharing with a solution that helps businesses work better
and safer on any device, from anywhere, and with any
app they choose.

•

Compliant Data Governance - Take complete control of
private and sensitive data across the entire workplace
and protect it by monitoring access controls and usage
patterns.

•

Modernized Infrastructure - Sidestep hardware issues
and streamline any digital infrastructure that brings the
performance of the cloud and the security
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Egnyte Extends Microsoft Investments
Maximize and future-proof your Microsoft investments with Egnyte Connect. Egnyte
enables IT administrators to augment their existing applications and infrastructure with
our powerful and secure file-sharing solution. With Egnyte Connect, users can continue
to use their favorite productivity apps on files, even when they are stored on premises.
Additionally, since files can be stored on premises and in the cloud, users are assured
access even if there is a connectivity outage or a hardware failure.

Unified User Experience with
Microsoft Office Online Integrations:

Protect Your Existing Azure
Investments with Egnyte:

Ensure Security and Governance for
Your Content:

Egnyte Connect integrates directly
with Microsoft Office Online’s mobile
and desktop applications, giving users
the flexibility to work how they want
with the products they love. Users can
access Egnyte Connect content when
working in Office365, Office Online,
Teams, SharePoint, Outlook, and
OneNote.

Egnyte enables IT administrators to
augment their existing applications
and infrastructure with a powerful
and secure file–sharing solution. Users
can continue to use their favorite
productivity apps on files, even
when they are stored on premises.
Additionally, since files can be stored
on premises and in the cloud, users
are assured access even if there is a
connectivity outage or a hardware
failure.

Organizations struggle to maintain
a consistent set of enterprise–wide
policies, and enforcing them can be
challenging to say the least. Egnyte
gives you the tools to centralize
your policies for all your content
repositories and comply with
regulations without the administrative
headaches or impacting user
experience. Use Egnyte Connect with
Azure, Azure Active Directory and
Azure Key Vault to meet their storage,
authentication and encryption needs.
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Conclusion
Egnyte Connect is the gold standard for enterprise file synchronization
and sharing, providing a SaaS solution to deliver smart content
collaboration and governance in the cloud and on-premises. By
serving as the central hub for all data and as a command console
for administrators, Egnyte Connect delivers a content collaboration
platform that empowers users to collaborate and be more productive,
while allows for IT to have unified visibility and control in a single
service.
Egnyte and Microsoft allow organizations to collaborate with
confidence with integrations built for the enterprise and designed for
people. Delivered from Azure with a suite of Microsoft integrations,
Egnyte Connect allows teams to work however they want, wherever
they are, without compromising productivity or hindering workflow.

Connect with us!
egnyte.com/microsoft
partners@egnyte.com | resellers@egnyte.com

An enterprise grade content services platform.
www.egnyte.com | +1-650-968-4018 | 1350 W. Middlefield Rd, Mountain View, CA 94043, USA
Egnyte delivers secure content collaboration, compliant data protection and simple infrastructure modernization; all
through a single SaaS solution. Founded in 2007, Egnyte is privately held, headquartered in Mountain View, CA and
supports thousands of businesses worldwide. Investors include Google Ventures, Kleiner Perkins, Caufield & Byers,
CenturyLink and Seagate Technology.
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